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Writer, illustrator and comic reserve artist Yumi Sakugawa shares a wide range of useful and
unexpected guidelines for looking and feeling better, streamlining and improving your house
lifestyle, and creating fun and artsy DIY projects that may brighten your living space.. Featuring
Yumi’s signature hand-drawn illustrations throughout, The Little Book of Lifestyle Hacks is a
distinctive and perfect gift for recent graduates and youthful working women who wish to learn
practical methods to organize and improve their daily life while still having a great time..
Inspired by her well-known “Secret Yumiverse” suggestions originally submitted on
WonderHowTo.and more!com, The Little Book of Existence Hacks offers a wide range of practical
guidance and fun guidelines for everything from how exactly to: - Remove dark circles from
under your eyes - Make cold brew iced coffee at home - Throw an ideal apartment party on a
spending budget - Work out at home without a gym membership - Take the perfect afternoon
power nap.
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Lovely and charming Bought this sight-unseen while a gift for someone per the suggestion of a
pal, and I'm SO glad I did. It's fun to flip through and the few issues I've tried from it functions
great! The content is fun and helpful, and the illustrations are enchanting. I immediately
purchased one for myself and this will end up being my go-to gift for close friends! This Book
CAN MAKE You Glow, Inside and Out This book is similar to a cool, comforting breeze. Amazing I
bought this reserve to entertain me while We recover from my wisdom teeth removal, and it's
been so great! Pretty useful and also useable.As someone who has struggled with an unhealthy
self picture, Yumi's section on fashion and dressing to please yourself is indeed incredibly
beneficial to me. Whenever Personally i think down about myself, all I must do is discover her
gorgeous drawings of women of most shapes, expressions, colors, etc. (bunny women! Usually
most items are items as a young 30 something was not interested in studying. Great for a
teenager just out of the house on .I've added every single one of her various other books to my
wish list and can't wait around to learn them all.... She calls & The book cover is excellent, stiff
and resistant to damage and the within of the book rocks ! aswell. The every page provides
drawings and is definitely all handwritten, providing it a quirky touch. The publication topics
range from things such as diy stain removers to treatments for headaches. Overall, I like the
book. It's the sweetest damn reserve you'll ever see. Life hacks for young and old! My 7 year
older daughter is quite taken by this book and is learning a whole lot.. I also love her section on
decorating your home, since I've lately downsized to an extremely small apartment... Great for
an adolescent just out of our home on her own.), I feel so much more empowered and, yes,
gorgeous. tips in this reserve are able to find it right now there LOL, but I still such as this book.
read elements of it if you ask me so we are able to both enjoy this sweet, funny, helpful
publication. I mostly got the reserve for the adorable illustrations, and had not been
disappointed. Great book My daughter cherished it (13 yr old)! About an "A5" size, fits great in
my bag when I'd like something to peruse on the bus, etc. Amazing Gift for Friends and Yourself I
got two books, 1 for my friend for her birthday and another for myself. read parts of it if you ask
me so we are able to both enjoy this sweet Gave this book to my daughter, who was moving into
her 1st apartment. She adores it. She calls & A few of them are corny and folksy, but some are
very practical. This was a gift. I've long been an admirer of Yumi Sakugawa's art, and this book is
crucial for any of her fans. ?? Didn’t look after the style of this book. It’s okay Some of the
information was helpful! I don’t like how it’s written. Four Stars Nice hacks Great info! Five Stars
Great condition, so pleased I bought it used rather than full price! Great coffee desk addition!
Great size as well! It's not only packed with tons of useful advice for living an authentic, stress-
free, and magical life, the artwork can be dreamy and gorgeous. Perfect present for a friend! but
I still such as this book I am a lover of pinterest and nearly 80% of hacks & Actually adorable
illustrated guide to life's little hacks Actually adorable illustrated guide to life's small hacks..but
this publication will often remain a particular treasure.It’s got nice and cute hand drawings,
some useful tips and information.. It's almost like a reserve of little technology experiments that
she can apply throughout the house.I’d still recommend it to a friend
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